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PLANTING STRATEGIES: 

Commercial
Commercial plots of fl ax and mustard make up the main axis on the design. These crops are 

harvested in fall. Apple orchards are located on the south end of the plan and four smaller ones 

are found in the courtyards off of Grant Ave. 

Community Gardens
These gardens give the community members a chance to express themselves through 

individual plots. 

Edible Forests
The forests contain native plants that provide habitat, biodiversity and a third source of food 

on the site. The edible forests are public to any visitor of the development and will provide an 

educational space for Winnipeggers to learn about forest gardening and eating locally.

LIVING OFF THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Living off the Neighborhood is an urban design strategy for the abandon site of Kapyong Barracks in Winnipeg Manitoba. 
The 64 hectare site has recently been signed over to the seven nations of Treaty One to become an urban reserve. Living 
off the Neighborhood is based off the Indigenous principle of living off the land. The masterplan incorporates mid to high 
density living and a variety of urban agriculture strategies. As Winnipeg continues to sprawl the city is taking away prime agricultural 
lands. Living off the neighborhood is an example for how Winnipeg can incorporate agriculture into its urban fabric and produce enough food 
to sustain a city locally.             
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Japanese Lilac are planted 
where cars are parked to prevent 
apples from landing on cars. 

Goodland Apple trees grow up 
to six meters high allowing for a 
clearance beneath the canopy.  

Shared roads are located in the 
mid-density residential blocks made 
up of three-storey row houses

Shadow gardens are located in 
the narrow corridors between 
residential blocks.

The Shadow Gardens contain leafy 
greens that require minimal sunlight . 

Rhubarb 
Spinach 
Lettuce 
Arugula 

Alley lights are suspended above 
ground to maximize the surface 
area of the gardens. 
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A) Shared Apple Roads
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Pedestrian apple roads are lined 
with Goodland Apples on both 
sides. 
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D) Pedestrian Apple Roads
Scale 1:75 
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The clearance beneath the 
canopy creates an intimate space 
in such a large courtyard where.

These orchards are located off of 
Grant and are surrounded by high 
dense apartments. 
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Masterplan 
Scale 1:2000 



Kenaston Forest 
Scale 1:50 

Feasting Fields 
Scale 1:500 

Apple Orchard Market
Scale 1:500 

GRID - ORCHARDS 
3m x 3m

Goodland Apples 

DENSE FOREST - EDIBLE FORESTS
2m x 2m

Oak 
Pine 
Birch 

ALLEY - APPLE ROADS
6m x 6m

Goodland Apples 
Japanese Lilac Tree

SPRING

Mustard and Flax fi elds will begin to sprout in the spring 
creating a long linear pattern across the plots. 

SUMMER

The crops will reach tier mature height of approximately 
one meter creating a sense of space when one walks 
through. 

FALL 

Fields will be harvested in fall giving the fi elds their vast 
open feel once again. 

WINTER

As snow covers the fi elds space can be defi ned by 
the way one chooses to shovel.

Pine trees - Needles can be 
steeped to make tea, new growth 
can be harvested and boiled as 
vegetables. 

Oak Trees - Acorns can be 
harvested and ground into a fl our, 
wood is hard and can be used for a 
variety of crafts and construction.

Elderberry - Elderberries are edible 
once cooked or dried. 

TREE STRUCTURE 

Grid -  3 x 3 meters
Apple orchards are laid out in a 3x3 meter grid. With 
a single apple tree having a spread of 6 meters 

Forest - 2 x 2 meters 
Birch, oak and pine trees are randomly distributed on 
a 2 x 2 meter pattern to create a dense forest with 
enough space in between for an under-storey to be 
planted. 

Rows - 6 x 6 meters 
Goodland apples are planted on either side of the 
road. Planting the trees six meters apart allows for 
the trees to reach their mature height while still pro-
viding a continuous canopy down the streets. 

Mushrooms - A variety of edible 
mushrooms grow beneath hard wood 
trees and conifers.

Sumac - The red berries can be 
eaten raw to quench thirst or 
crushed into water to make a drink. 

EDIBLE FORESTS

Birch Trees - Water from birch can 
be harvested to drink, while the 
bark may be used in craft. 

Chaga Mushrooms - This is a 
fungus that grows on birch trees, 
known for its medicinal use in tea.

Raspberry - A popular and well 
know plant for its delicious red 
berries appearing in summer. 

Ferns and Wild Ginger - Young ferns 
(fi ddle heads) may be harvested and 
cooked. Manitoba wild ginger can be 
ground up and used as a spice. 

Asparagus - Asparagus is a resilient 
plant which can grow almost 
anywhere including roadsides. 
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Kenaston forest changes the overall atmosphere of driving down 
such a busy street. The forests will help fi lter the air and add beau-
ty and texture to a relativity hard landscape that exists. 

Instead of adding another lane of traffi c a bike lane 
and bus lane will be added to encourage alternate 
ways of transportation up Kenaston.

South-end Apple Orchard 

Feasting Fields 


